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Abstract 
Pure morphisms in locally presentable categories were characterized as directed colimits of 
split monomorphisms, and they are regular monomorphisms. We prove that both results hold 
in accessible categories with pushouts, but not in general accessible categories. 
The role of ).-pure morphisms in locally i-presentable categories is made clear 
in the monograph [l]: they are precisely the /I-directed colimits of split monomor- 
phisms. each I,-pure morphism is a regular monomorphisms, and an important 
property of full subcategories is closedness under i-pure subobjects (e.g., this charac- 
terizes accessible subcategories under some side conditions). In i,-accessible catego- 
ries, however, the properties of i.-pure morphisms are much less clear. For example. 
the question of whether each L-pure morphism is a regular monomorphism was 
formulated as an open problem in [l]. We present a full solution of the problem: 
we construct a counterexample for i = NO, but show that, by refining the 
proof method of [l], one can answer the problem in the affirmative in each i- 
accessible category with pushouts. As shown in [2], the affirmative answer is true also 
in i-accessible categories with weak colimits (i.e., in the weakly locally i-presentable 
categories). 
Recall that a morphismf: A + I3 in a category X’ is called i-pure provided that in 
every commutative square 
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A-B 
f 
such that A’ and B’ are R-presentable objects the morphism u factors through f’. 
If X is /I-accessible, then i-pure morphisms are monomorphisms. If 3” is 
locally A-presentable, then they are even regular monomorphisms, and a morphism is 
A-pure iff it is a A-directed colimit of split monomorphisms in the category X ’ 
(of X-arrows), see [l]. This can be generalized to accessible categories with 
pushouts: 
Proposition 1. In a R-accessible category 9” with pushouts eoery /l-pure morphism is 
a i-directed colimit (in 2” ‘) of split monomorphisms. 
Proof. Since X is J-accessible, so is Z 2, and for each morphism f: A + B of X we 
can find a i-directed diagram of morphismsfi : Ai -+ Bi, (i E I) in X 2 such that Ai and 
Bi are A-presentable objects of 37 andfis a colimit of this diagram, say, with colimit 
maps 
A 
f B 
If f is A-pure, then each Ui factors through fi. Thus, in the pushout diagram 
“fJ 
A -B, 
the map yi is a split monomorphism. We obtain a new A-directed diagram 
C in 2” whose objects are Ci, i E I, and whose connecting maps Cij are defined 
by 
Cij.gi=gj and Cij.wi= wj.Bij (isI). (2) 
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The unique maps ti: Ci + B defined by 
ri. gi =,f and ti - \~i = Ui (i E I) (3) 
form a colimit of C. In fact, the family (Ci L B)isl is clearly compatible. Given 
another compatible family of C, (Ci r: B’)i,l, then the cocone of all ti uli : Bi + B’, 
i E I, factors uniquely through the colimit cocone (vi) via a morphism t : B -+ B’; i.e., 
I ’ L’i = ti ’ M’i (i E I). (4) 
It remains to show that 
t. ti = ti for i E I. 
Since the square (1) is a pushout for each i E I, it is sufficient to prove that (tti)yi = tisi 
and (tti) pi = tjwi. In fact, the latter equation follows directly from (4) and (3). To verify 
the former, it is sufficient to show that 
(ttigi)Uj = (tlgi)Uj for all j 2 i E I 
(since all U$ with j 2 i form a colimit cocone). We have 
ttiUiUj = t.fUj 
= ttjgjUj 
= ttjwjfj 
= tZljj; 
= t;gjUj 
= t; CijLJiUj 
= tlgiU.i 
by (3) 
by (3) 
by (1) 
by (3) 
by (4) 
by (1) 
by (2) 
by compatibility of (tl), 
This proves that (CjL B)i~, is a J-directed colimit in ,X. Consequently, the cocone 
id, 
7 I *, (iEI) 
A-B 
f 
representsf’as a i.-directed colimit of split monomorphisms gi in X2. 0 
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For every i,-accessible category X the R-pure morphisms are closed under i,- 
directed colimits in X2, see [l]. We prove 
Proposition 2. Let X be a l-accessible category with pushouts. Then regular monomor- 
phisms are closed under i-directed colimits in X2. 
Remark. The only pushouts needed for the proof are actually co-kernel pairs of 
regular monomorphisms. 
PCOOf Of Proposition 2. Let fi : Ai + Bi (i E I) be a i-directed diagram in X2 with 
connecting maps (Aij, Bij) :fi -+ fj f or i I j. If each Ji is a regular monomorphism, then 
it has, by assumption, a cokernel pair, say 
pi,qi: Bi --f Ci (i E I), 
andfi is an equalizer of pi and qi. We obtain a i-directed diagram in A” with objects 
Ci and morphisms Cij: Ci -+ Cj (i I j) defined by 
CijPi = pjBij and Cijqi = qjB,. 
Let us form the appropriate jV-directed colimits in X2: 
AJ;‘_B p, 
I = c, 
I _I 
4, 
a, 4 =, (iEI) 
P v 
A 
s 
B-----XC 
4 
It is sufficient to prove that f( = colimJ) is an equalizer of p and q in X. It is clear 
that of = qf: Given a morphism h : D + B with ph = qh, we will prove that h uniquely 
factors through J: Since 9” is accessible we can assume, without loss of generality, that 
D is a ib-presentable object. (Otherwise we have D = colim Dj with each Dj i,- 
presentable, and we apply the statement to each Dj. See Fig. 1.) 
Since B is a A-directed colimit of Bi’S, it follows that h factors through one of the 
colimit maps hi 
h = bik for some iE1, k:D + Bi. 
Then ci merges pik and qik: 
ci(pik) = pbik = ph = qh = qbik = ci(q,k). 
Since C is a j--directed colimit of Ci’s and since D is A-presentable, it follows that some 
of the connecting maps C,j, i I j, also merges pik and qik. We thus have 
pj(Bijk) = Cij(pik) = Cij(qik) = qj(Bijk). 
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9 
Fig. I. 
NOW fj is an equalizer of Pj, qj, consequently, there exists a factorization of B,,k 
through fi: 
B;jk =,fik’ for k’: D + Aj 
Then ujk’ is a factorization of h throughf: 
12 = bik = biB,jk = bjf;k’ =fujk’. 
To prove the uniqueness (i.e., that fis a monomorphism), consider rl, r2: D --t /1 
with 11 =,fi, =&. There exists i E I and a factorization 
r, = air; and 1’2 = air; for r’,,r;:D + Ai. 
Since the colimit map bi merges fir; and fi r; : 
bifir; = fair; = jirl = fr2 = fair; = biJr,!, 
some of the connecting maps Bij, i I j, also merges that pair. Then 
,fi(Aijr;) = Bij,fir; = Bijf,r; =fj(Aijr;) 
implies, since,fi is a (regular) monomorphism, that 
Aijr; = Aijr; 
Consequently, 
r, = QjAijr; = ajAijr; = r2. 
This proves that f is an equalizer of p and 4. 0 
Corollary 1. In each A-accessible category with pushouts all A-pure morphisms nrc 
regular monomorphisms. 
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Remark. Instead of pushouts we can assume, in Corollary 1, the existence of 
(a) weak colimits, see [2], or 
(b) cokernel pairs and (epi, regular mono)-factorizations of morphisms. 
In fact, for (b), given a /l-pure morphism f: A + B expressed as a L-directed colimit 
A 
f B 
in ~$7’ where Ai,Bi are A-presentable objects, we factor J; =fi’ei where e, is an 
epimorphism and f;’ is a regular monomorphism. Since f is L-pure we have Ti : Bi --t B 
with ui = riA, and it is easy to see that f is a ).-directed colimit of the regular 
monomorphisms fi’ with the following colimit maps: 
A-B 
f 
Open problem. Is a i-directed colimit of regular monomorphisms always a regular 
monomorphism in each weakly locally )L-presentable category? 
Corollary 2. In a I_-accessible category X with pushouts i-pure morphisms are stable 
under pushouts. 
In fact, given a morphism g : C + B, the functor g* : B/X + C/X of pushing back 
along g preserves colimits (being left adjoint to the composition functor). Thus, it 
preserves l-pure morphisms: express such a morphism f: A -+ B as a L-directed 
colimit of split monomorphisms fi : Ai + B to obtain g*(f) = colimg* (f;) and each 
g*(h) is a split monomorphism. 
Example. An o-accessible category 3” with an o-pure morphism which is not 
a strong monomorphism. Objects are A, and B, for y1 5 o (Fig. 2). 
Morphisms are generated by the following generators: 
a,:A, + A,+1 and aA : A,, --f A, (n < w) 
b,:& -+ B,+I and bA:B,+B, (n<u) 
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A,., - B 
f I’) 0 
Fig. 2. 
en : B, ---f A,,, (n < Q) 
.L:An + B, (n so.4 
and the following relations for all n < (0: 
(1) X is w-accessible. In fact, the only nontrivial directed diagrams in .K are the 
w-chains generated by (an)neo and (b,),,,; it is easy to see that they have colimits in 
.f formed by the cocones (a;) and (b;), respectively. We thus see that (a) .iy‘ has 
directed colimits and (b) all objects except A, and B,,, are finitely presentable. Since 
A, = colim,,, A, and B, = colim, < CD B,, we conclude that jT is (a-accessible. 
(2) The morphism f,: A, + B,, which is not a strong monomorphism because it is 
an epimorphism, is w-pure. To verify this, consider an arbitrary commutative square 
4, f B,,, 
0 
with X and Y finitely presentable in .%. We first observe that X # B, for all n: if 
X = B, then either u = c, or u = ckhk ... b,+i n b for some k > n. In either of these 
cases no equality holds forf,,,u other than the trivial one f(,,tr =.fi,)u ~ this follows from 
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the observation that in the above relations presenting X if fi is either left-hand side or 
the right-hand side, thenf,u cannot be written as cl/+ for any words c( and y in the 
generators. Thus,f,u = vy implies that g factors through U, in contradiction to the 
finite presentability of the object Y. 
Thus, X = A, for some n < CO? and u = a;. Let us consider all the possible cases 
for g: 
(a) g = uk,* ef ukuk_r ... a, + 1 a, for some k 2 n - here u = U&J; 
(b) g =_&cQ_ for some k > n - here u = cky; 
(c) g = k,,b,-l ... bJ&,n for some m 2 k 2 n - this is just the case (b) since 
9 =fm%I,n. 
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